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About This Game

Achievmenet Clicker is a game in the genre timekiller-clicker, where your main objective is to get the most Achievements!
Start out by clicking on the Achievement and get the Achievements!

The game has a store where you can buy Achievements!
Features:

-Good design.
-Amazing music.
-Achievements.
-Saving system

-5000 Achievements
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Developer:
OfficialAndy
Publisher:
MGG Studio
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Just two words.. "♥♥♥♥en Awesome."
It's not just a game it's a experience. Have you ever had that game maby it was Breath of the Wild, Fallout 4 or Skyrim and just
Think ♥♥♥♥ This is the best game i've ever played and think no game will ever match this. (mine was Breath of the wild btw)
but this..., This takes the cake And it's only 99c like the ♥♥♥♥ is this dev doing he could be making bank from this.

But yeah for the price this is a steal. Would recomend.
Miss you Gnomey <3
. 5,000 clicks for 5,000 achievements. Bad game, good achievement farm.. took me 8 minutes to get 5000/5000. 11/10. here is
what i did today:
bought this game cause it seemed interesting
opened it after it got downloaded
imidiently regreted it and wanting to go back while a thousend achievements pop up in my screen, over and over again
i closed the game
tried to find a memory eraser
when i finnaly did... what was i saying again?. 5000 achievements under 30 minutes. That's it.

This game does NOT have Trading Cards as advertised.

Garbage. Avoid it. 1/10 (for achievements). A very easy way to collect Achievements. In my oppinion it totally worths its prise!
1€ for 5000 Achievements. ^^. How is this game still not deleted. ez pz
5k acheivment in 30 min
recommend this game for sure. For the last achievement: click atleast 10000 times
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it took me less than 10 minutes to earn all 5000 achievements, and it wasn't even a fun 10 minutes.. It's everything one can
expect from these types of games. 5000 Achievements with the click of the mouse button. Buy it for the achievements since
there is no gameplay included.

+ point
5000 easy achievements for achievement collectors.

- point
You still have to click 5000 times.

I guess now we wait until enough sales have been made for trading cards to drop?. Achievement spam, nothing more.. idk made
fun. i liek tu clik lots. very fun. Took whole 8 min to complete. And this game is so poorly coded, in game i had like 3-5k fps so
i had my processor usage upto 80% just because of that. So i refunded this.
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